
Gate Wine Cellar Hermitage

When paying  

for , ignore  

the first  cost.

Monastery Garden

Start of Reputation phase:

Move up  if at least one 

player is higher than you, 

or  if all of them are 

higher than you.

Bell Tower

Start of Production phase: 

If you have the highest 

reputation (even if tied) 

produce resources at the  

spaces. Otherwise .

Monastery

Chapel

Gain 1  achievement.

Fort

    

Windmill

 

Trading Post

Slide one of your  

buildings in play under 

this card. Resolve its action 

immediately and as the first 

step of each Action phase. 

(costs no )

Stable

Production phase:

Gain  and .

Gambling House

When moving your marker 

around the interest cycle, 

move it 6 fewer steps 

(but not fewer than 0).

Bank

Whenever you get  

an achievement without 

using a , gain a .

Theater

Remove your first   

from the game. Then gain 

2   achievements.

Guildhall

 

Academy

Bridge Statue Shrine

Whenever you build 

a  building,

gain  .

Vineyard

 

Lumber Mill Stone Pit

The  action 

costs you  less.

Tavern

Whenever you build 

a  building,

gain  .

Port

Whenever you use the 

option of an event,

move up  more.

Amphitheater

Glassmaker Stonemason

Whenever you build 

a  building,

gain  .

Catacombs

Production phase:

Produce the resource 

at the space.

Rectory

 

Church

Whenever you perform 

the  action, 

move up .

Monument

 

Alchemy Lab
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Aqueduct

 

Fountain

 

Abbey

 

Grand Temple

Start of Reputation phase: 

Score  per opponent  

with worse or equal 

reputation.

Minster

Start of Reputation phase: 

Choose one:

gain   remove .

Tomb

Reduce your debt 3 steps. 

For each step you can’t take, 

gain .

Archbishop’s Seat

Fair

   

 

Lodge

   

 

Stone Works

     

                       

Irrigation Canal

 

Public School

Whenever you build 

a building (after this one) 

score . 

Town Hall

Interest phase:

Score , but then lose 

 each time your debt 

increases due to interest.

Archive

 

Mint

All other buildings cost you 

one  less.

Engineering Guild

Shipyard Town Square Château

At the end of the game, 

discard all resources 

of one kind and 

score  for each.

Trade RouteCastle

Town Square

 

Cathedral

Basilica

Château

CryptPalace

Shipyard

Lapidarium ObservatorySteading

 

Treasury
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Tollbooth

 

Graveyard

 

Stone Circle

 

Temple

Whenever you buy ,  

you pay  less.

Seminary

Start of Reputation phase:

Gain  per opponent 

with worse or equal 

reputation.

Reliquary

 

And remove 1 .

Charity

In future Action phases:

Your 2  actions  

do not require .

Cranes

When you build this,  

discard a  tile  

(achieved or not). 

Your other  tiles have 

production 3 instead of 2.

Dam

   

Glassworks

   

Quarry

End of Action phase:

Reset your reputation 

to the starting space.

Coven Hideout

Opera

 The next building you build 

this turn costs   

and no resources.

Architect’s Guild

 

Whenever you perform 

the  action, 

score .

Spa

Score  whenever you

gain an achievement.

University
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